GEORGIA TECH LORRAINE (GTL)

GTL 2000. Georgia Tech Lorraine Seminar. 1 Credit Hour.
Seminar discussing aspects of European cities. Part of the Georgia Tech Lorraine summer program.

GTL 6001. GTL-SUPELEC. 1-11 Credit Hours.
GTL - SUPELEC.

GTL 6010. CentraleSupelec. 12 Credit Hours.

GTL 6011. GTL and SUPELEC. 12 Credit Hours.
For students attending both GTL and SUPELEC.

GTL 6012. GTL and ENSAM. 12 Credit Hours.
For students attending both GTL and ENSAM.

GTL 6014. GTL and ENSEA. 12 Credit Hours.
For students attending both GTL and ENSEA.

GTL 6015. GTL and INPL ENSEM. 12 Credit Hours.
For students attending both GTL and INPL ENSEM.

GTL 6016. GTL and INPT ENSEEIHT. 12 Credit Hours.
For students attending both GTL and INPT ENSEEIHT.

GTL 6018. GTL - UTC. 12 Credit Hours.

GTL 6020. GTL-INSAS. 12 Credit Hours.
For students attending both GTL and INSA.

GTL 6021. CentraleSupelec. 1-21 Credit Hours.

GTL 6022. ENSTA Bretagne. 12 Credit Hours.

GTL 6023. IMT. 12 Credit Hours.
For Ecoles des Mines(all) + Telecom Sud Paris.

GTL 6024. USTL. 12 Credit Hours.

GTL 6025. GTL and ENSAM. 1-11 Credit Hours.

GTL 6110. GTL - BRESCIA. 12 Credit Hours.

GTL 6114. GTL-UTT. 12 Credit Hours.
For students attending both GTL and UTT (universite de Technologie de Troye)

GTL 6119. GTL-ESIE. 12 Credit Hours.

GTL 6121. GTL and Universite International de Rabat. 12 Credit Hours.